Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Stockholm, 23 March 2018

Paul Bari appointed Group CIO and Head of
Group Technology
From 1 April 2018, Paul Bari is appointed Group CIO and Head of Group Technology of
Nordea. Paul joined Nordea in February 2017 from a position as Global Head of Technology
Delivery at Standard Chartered Bank, Singapore. Paul has had several executive positions at
Standard Chartered Bank, Barclays Capital and Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
In his different roles Paul has led global technology teams, been responsible for core technology business
efficiency programmes, engaged with regulatory authorities and chaired numerous risk committees.
Paul will report to Torsten Hagen Jørgensen, Deputy CEO and Head of Group Corporate Centre, and be part of
the Group COO Executive Management team.
- After some months as acting head of Group Technology, Paul has proven himself to be the best person for this
job. Paul has extensive experience of IT, service and vendor management and operational and delivery roles in
global financial services. With Paul in the lead I am sure we will see state-of-the-art technical solutions delivered
to customers and colleagues, says Torsten Hagen Jørgensen, Deputy CEO and Head of Group Corporate
Centre.
For further information:
Claes Eliasson, Acting Head of Group External Communications, +46 72 141 67 12
Paul Bari, Group CIO and Head of Group Technology, +45 24 91 72 34

We build strong and close relationships through our engagement with customers and society. Whenever people strive to reach their goals
and realise their dreams, we are there to provide relevant financial solutions. We are the largest bank in the Nordic region and among the
ten largest financial groups in Europe in terms of total market capitalisation with around 11 million customers. The Nordea share is listed
on the Nasdaq Stockholm, Nasdaq Helsinki and Nasdaq Copenhagen exchanges. Read more about us on nordea.com.

